
CLASS  3

LENGTH  55”/139cm

WIDTH  27”/68cm

WHEEL/TYRES  13” Pneumatic

REAR  13” Pneumatic

TURNING RADIUS 76”/192cm

GROUND CLEARANCE  5.8”/14.8cm

SEAT  Captain

TOTAL WEIGHT 354lbs/161kgs

SPEED  8mph/12.8km/h

BATTERY OPTIONS 2 x 79Ah

CAPACITY  Up to 28st/181kgs

MAX GRADIENT  17.6%/10”

SUSPENSION  Yes

LIGHTS Yes

COLOURS  Orange/Grey/White

SPECIFICATION

COLOURS Orange         Grey       White

FR1
A pleasure to drive, with looks to take pride in, 

plus a host of comforting safety features and 

handy extras you’ll find useful every day, 

the FR1 is the next-generation Class 3 scooter 

for anyone who takes pride in their ride.

Automotive suspension, LCD dashboard,

Full led lighting (front and rear),

Comfortable captain’s seat.

Our policy is one of continual improvement. 
We reserve the right to change specification without notice.



Why limit yourself to the tarmac, when the 
parks, grasslands and countryside are still 
calling? Our super-strength Land Ranger 
models are built for the great outdoors.

LANDRANGER S HD

Visit www.freeridernetwork.co.uk or call 01535 669 604 or email sales@freerideruk.co.uk
Unit 2C Acre Park, Dalton Lane, Keighley, West Yorkshire, BD21 4JH

For a FREE home demonstration.
Contact your dealer today!

There’s a FreeRider for wherever you want to go.
Around town, into the park or countryside, down the street or off for the day trip in the car, there’s a 

FreeRider that can take you there in safety and comfort

Keep on moving...

The Mini Ranger dismantles into easy pieces 
and folds away snugly into the boot of your car. 
Our most portable model gives you mobility 
wherever the road takes you.

KNIGHTSBRIDGE
The Knightsbridge is one of our shorter, 
lighter and nimbler Class 3 scooters, and its 
freewheeling 3-wheel design makes it ideal 
for manoeuvring around the shops.

The performance and portability of the Mini 
Ranger with extra improved features for 
your comfort and reliability!

LANDRANGER XL8
Ready to carry up to 30 stones, the Land Ranger 
XL8 is a true heavyweight in our range - longer, 
and wider than any other FreeRider and as 
robust, rough and ready as the FR1.

KENSINGTON
The Kensington is robust and hardwearing, 
but remains sleek and elegant. More saloon 
than sporty, the Class 3 Kensington oozes 
understated style.

MINI RANGERMINI RANGER PLUSMAYFAIR
The Mayfair is mid-sized, but appeals to many
thanks to its easy driving style on pavements,
pathways and passages. It is suitable for both
indoor and outdoor use because of its compact
turning circle.

CITY RANGER
If your looking for a compact Class 3 scooter, 
City Ranger leads the pack. The City Ranger 
is easy on the eye and easy to drive.




